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TRANSFORMATION OF CONFLICTS IN BALOCHISTAN 

    Yusra Faheem 
 
 

CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION 
     According to John Paul Lederach: 
 

     “A transformational approach recognizes that conflict is a normal and continuous dynamic 
within human relationships. Moreover, conflict brings with it the potential for constructive 
change. Positive change does not always happen, of course. Many times conflict results in long-
standing cycles of hurt and destruction. But the key to transformation is a proactive bias toward 
seeing conflict as a potential catalyst for growth.” 

 
 
BACKGROUND 

                
Balochistan is a Pakistani province that makes up a large part of the country and is rich 

in natural resources chromites, fluorite, marble, gold, gas, iron and petroleum which are of 
prominent importance; it has remained one of the poorest provinces in Pakistan. Balochistan 
shares its border with two countries: Afghanistan and Iran. 

                
The history of the conflict in the province goes back to the independence of Pakistan in 

1947. The first conflict arose in 1948, when Kalat, a part of the current Balochistan, chose 
independence. This was followed by further conflict in 1958-59 and 1963-69. From 2005 to 
now, there have been several issues driving the protracted conflict in the province such as the 
attack on General Shujaat Zamir, Inspector of the Frontier Corps of Pakistan and his deputy in 
Balochistan Province in 2005, killing of the 79 year old Baloch political leader Nawab Akbar 
Khan Bugti in 2006, detention of the two leaders of the Baloch movement in 2009, and the 
announcement of the Council for Independent Baluchistan by Mir Suliman Dawood the Khan of 
Kalat in late 2009. This will address the unstable politics and ethnicity, development issues, 
education, human rights, terrorist organization and foreign support as the main root causes of 
the conflict in Balochistan. 

 
 

UNSTABLE POLITICS & ETHNICITY 
               

This exacerbated the ethnic conflict in the province with the goal of autonomy or 
possibly independence. The Military coup in 1999 that brought Parvez Musharraf into power 
increased the sense of general alienation among the Balochs. The lack of representation of the 
Baloch people in the army and the heavy dominance of the Punjabis, the main ethnic group in 
Pakistan, has led to further rifts. Although the transition of the military government of 
Musharraf to the civilian government of Zardari decreased the intensity of the situation to some 
extent, the attacks in 2009 and 2010 exacerbated the violence. The Pakistani government is 
often blamed for the Balochistan problem. Currently there is an ongoing military operation in 
the Waziristan part of the Balochistan, which is being labeled as an anti-terrorist mission and 
has led to hundreds of thousands of internally displaced people. 
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DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
          

The mega project China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is under pipeline and would 
benefit both Pakistan and China. This is a helpful initiative by both countries to boost Socio-economic 
ties but some elements in Balochistan consider it as they will further be lags behind their rights. It is a 
government duty to fulfill the needs and requirement of the people of Balochistan and take them in 
confidence by negotiation. 

 

 
 
EDUCATION 

             
Education is also one of the main factors in the Baluchistan conflict. The Baloch people 

mourn that their right to acquire education is neglected. The Baloch nationals claim that the 
Pakistan government is neglecting their duties in terms of providing education, and that not 
enough is being done towards the development of educational institutions in Balochistan. 

 
 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

            
It is reported that from 2003 to 2008 more than 8000 people were kidnapped by 

Pakistani security in the province. Cases of torture have also been reported.  According to the 
report from the Human Right Commission of Pakistan (2006), the population also lacks in the 
area of basic services.  The level of literacy, access to sanitation, mortality rate, electrification, 
and access to safe drinking water is comparatively lower in Baluchistan province than the rest 
of the country. 

 
 

 
TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS AND FOREIGN SUPPORT 

               
Besides, myriad extremist groups such as Al Qaeda, Tahreek-e- Taliban, Baloch 

Liberation Army (BLA) and other RAW funding groups are also active in Balochistan province. 
The strategic location of Balochistan and the lack of a functioning economy in this province 
have profoundly helped these groups to carry out their organized crimes with a religious mantra. 
Hazara Shia’s who are immigrants have been victims of the sectarian violence since long. And, 
the BLA is actively involved in killing of the FC and Army personnel here and it is also a very 
precarious condition to CPEC to feat efficaciously.  

 
 
 
CONCLUSION 

                 
The government should start a process of reconciliation and dialogue with local Baloch 

tribe amidst giving first priority to the economic and educational development of Baloch people. 
Furthermore, the Baloch people must be employed in different organizations and integrate them 
into other institutions alike other people from different provinces enjoys their rights. 
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